Paper Firefighter Hat

Children color or paint a paper plate red to make this firefighter hat craft. After it has dried, it is cut to resemble a firefighter hat. A badge for the hat is made with yellow paper. When finished, the children can wear their hats and pretend to be firefighters.

What you’ll need:
- Paper plate
- Red paint, Markers or Crayons
- Paint brush (if painting)
- Black marker
- Yellow paper/cardboard
- Scissors

How to make your Firefighter Hat Craft:
1. Color the paper plate red.
2. Cut the paper plate as shown.
3. Trim the edges so the cut part resembles a firefighter hat as shown.
4. Cut a small shield from the yellow paper.
5. Write a number on the shield with the black marker.
6. Stick the shield on the hat as shown.